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The Clubman's choice . ..

. . ."Linette" playing cards
These fine quality, linen grained, playing cards are the
popular choice with club players. The familiar geometrical back design is available in red and blue to make
playing pairs. They are packed singly in tuck cases.
Retail price 3/3d. per pack.
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P ottcitOll

bridge problen1

No.1
HIS IS THE FIRST of a series of
Potterton problems in play,
set by Terence Reese, which will
appear each month. The answer
will be given next month.

dummy p lays the 7 and South the 2.
How should West plan the play?
FURTH ER PROBLE M : H ow Can bridge
players devote all thcir concentration to th eir game unclistracted by
chills a nd draughts and undisturbed
by trips for fuel?
ANSWER : Pick a Potterton boiler for
central heating. And enjoy every
hand in blissful warmth and comfort.
A Pottcrton is effortlessly automatic.
For information write to Miss M.
Meredith at 20- 30 Buckhold Road,
London S.W.18. Or phone her a t
VANdyke 7202 .

T

WEST

EAST

KJ4
A 10 6
A.JI094

Q9 7

76

K4
Q3
KJ109 8 4

At rubber bridge West plays in gNT
after North has opened the bidding
with One Spade. North leads S 6,

Potterton Boilers
at the h eart of efficient central heating-oil or gas
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Editorial
ARRANGEMENTS FOR CANNES

to players engaged in the main
contest, some of whom have no
intention of playing.

About 78 pairs will take part in
the Pairs Olympiad at Cannes.
After five sessions 36 pairs will
continue the battle for a further
five sessions. Scores during the
qualifying period will amount to
33 per cent of the whole.
In the ladies event there will
be about 20 pairs, all playing
throughout nine sessions. There
are 18 entries for the Mixed
Teams, lasting over four sessions.

BEITER METHOD

T he Spring Foursomes at Eastbourne proved very successful
and no doubt there will be a much
bigger entry next year when, I
understand, terms at the hotel
will be more favourable. The
system wl:ereby a team is not
eliminated until it has twice been
beaten in a long match is surely
worth considering for trials.

MIX-UP

A letter from the B.B.L. secretary notified contestants in the
Pairs that there would be no
official selection of teains for the
Mixed and ' that players could
submit their own formations.
When this was done, the E.B.U.
selection committee said "No,
that's not right, only players who
have qualified for the main event
can play in the Mixed." T hus
teams including pairs such as
Flint and Mrs. Rye, Goldstein
and Mrs. Whitaker, even Konstam and Mrs. Markus, were
rejected.
Since the Mixed is an independent event and the E. B. U.
are not even paying entry fees, it
seems extraordinary to limit entry

STILL OPEN

The second half of the first
stage of the current trials will be
on June 2- 3 and the Gold Cup
final rounds have been moved to
the week-end following. This
reminds me that the gene1ous
offer of first class hotel accommodation for the week-end of the
Vichy tournament, June 2-3, has
not yet been taken up by any pair
of B.B.W. readers.
DEVELOPMENT

T he form shown in the Oxford
v. Cambridge match (see my
report on page 12) was enough to
convince me that B1 ita in is by
no means so destitute of young
talent as is commonly alleged.
5

Unfortunately one needs a g1eat
deal of experience to reach championship class at tl1is game. The
Young Britain v. Young Germany
match, to be staged on May 12- 13
at St. Georges Hotel, Llandudno,
with Bridgerama, is just what is
wanted.

lines to a world championship
encounter.
BRAWN AND BRAINS

The dockers, incidentally, are
by no means novices. They play
well up to the standard, 1 would
say, of the average business house
team.

MYSTERIOUS WAYS

ENCOURAG ING

The manoeuvres of.Fleet Street
in regard to bridge continue to
be beyond most people's comprehension. A friendly match between a team from the London
Docks and Crockford's was made
the subject of a half-page photonews story by the Daily Express,
which would not give a couple of

Yoo

Clifford Davis is one of the
most popular but not the most
concentrated player at Crockford's. Recently the following
dialogue took place half way .
through a hand we were defending:
"What are we playing?"
"Four Hearts redoubled".
" Well, I'm not."

~Avet -rn~ L..UCI< OF -rn~ ~J;VJI-..!
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Systemic Defence (1)
by CLAUDE RODRIGUE

For the first time, to my knowledge, since we have been meeting
the Italian Blue team in international competition, a British
team prepared for the fray by
learning the Italian systems and
evolving a defence to them, instead
of complaining that such ridiculous artificialities should not be
allowed and relying on such
explanations as were given at the
table.
We soon found that the most
important problem was that of
interfering at the low levels,
particularly against the artificial
opening bids of One Club used
by both the Romans and the
Neapolitans, albeit with a different
Other conventional
meaning.
opening bids also had to be considered and, if possible, a systemic
defence evolved. Lastly a sufficient knowledge of the opposition's
methods had to be acquired so
that even when we could not get
into the bidding we would have a
picture of the distribution and
strength without relying on lastminute enquiries.
There is not enough space in
one short article to :describe the
complete defence to the Roman
and Neapolitan opening bids of

One Club, but briefly the idea
was not to interfere with balanced
hands on the first round, but to
come in freely with a little bit of
shape. In addition Truscott and
Priday used a system of overcalls
showing two-suited hands originated by Reese and Schapiro; this
enabled them to bounce the
opponents and force them to
guess at uncomfortably high levels
on more than one occasion.
This was an early such hand,
where only a heart lead defeats
the slam, although declarer can
contrive his own downfall by
playing the suit too early:West dealer
North-South vulnerable
NORTH

. KQl0943
~ AKIO

05
+ A87
WEST

EAST

• 85

• A2

~3

~J86542

OKQ972
+ K9532

+ Q J 10.

04

SOUTH

• J76
~

Q97

0 A J 10 8 6 3
+ 6
7

Re,eated for convenience
West dealer
North-South vulnerable ·

though the full sacrifice would
have proved profitable.
NORTH
. Ql0765
<y18
0 9 8 52
9 52
WEST
EAST

NORTH

+ KQ10943
<;?A K 10
<)5
+ A8 7
WI!ST

EAST

• 85
<;?3
<)K Q972
+ K9532

+ A2
<;? J86542
<) 4
Q J 10 4

.J

+

• 83

<y1 AQ62
<y1 K J 9
0 A K J 10 7 4 0 Q6 3
+ AK764
3
SOUTI!
. AK942
<y1107543

+

+.J

SOUTH

"Q

• J 76
97
<)A J JO 8 6 3
+ 6

0-

+ Q 108

SOUTH
Garrozzo

WEST NORTH EAST
Trus- Forquet Priday
coN
t + (a) Dble(b)
No
1<yl(c) 5+
No
5.
No
No
(a) Minimum of 17 points,
distribution unspecified.
(b) Showing heart-club twosuiter.
(c) Conventional, showing one
Ace or two Kings.
Forquet had to guess at the
Five level whether he could make
eleven tricks or only ten, and also
whether in fact twelve were possible. He was right in any event
to reject the penalty.
At a later stage the same pair
showed considerable courage in
contesting as far as they did
against the semi-Roman pair of
D' Alelio and Belladonna, even

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
Trus- D' Alelio Priday Bellacolt
donna

I+

(a)
I <V (b) 30 (c)" 4•
50
No
5•
60
No
No
(a) Strictly speaking this should
show a hand of 12- 16 points with
no five-Gard suit and no singleton
(it could also show a Culbertson
2 or 3NT opener OR a Forcing
Two opening), but Belladonna
playing in a scratch partnership
with a Neapolitan player decided
to get one of his clubs mixed up
with his spades.
(b) Showing a heart-spade twosuiter.
(c) Strangely enough, natural :
forcing with a suit containing two
of the top three honours.
8

In the other room the Italian
pair got no higher than Two
Spades against Rose and Gardener, who duly bid the slam for
no swing.
Illustrating the principle of not
interfering against opening bids
of One Club (whether Neapolitan
or Roman) with a balanced hand,
th,e following example shows how
the Neapolitans sailed into game:

The Acol
System Today
by TERENCE REESE and
ALBERT DORMER

'At long last there is a genuine
classic on the Acol System . . .
A really outstanding book.'
Sunday Telegraph
'Whether you wlmt it or not,
sooner or later this brilliant
exposition of Britain's winning
system will influence your game
. . . that is, if you want to remain
on the winning side.'
Competitor's Journal

North dealer
Love all

·NORTH

18s. net

\1 K 10 8 54 2

Edward Arnold

<)1742
41, Maddox Street, London, W .l
• J96
WEST
EAST
• 10 9 7 6 5
. AK2
(c) Less than an Ace or two
\/AJ73
\19
. Kings.
<> 1065
<> Q 9 3
In spite of a heart lead West
• K 65
+ 10873
had
no difficulty in the defence;
SouTH
once
his partner had shown up
. QJ843
with
a Queen he could have
\1 Q 6
nothing else, and the contract
<)A K 8
duly went down one.
+ AQ4
I n the other room Truscott
SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
opened
with One Spade but dried
GarRodForquet Konup
when
his partner called Two
rozzo
rigue
stam
Hearts
over
West's intervening
I+ (a) No (b) 10 (c) . No
double.
Priday
was lucky to come
No
1•
No
2\/
to
ten
tricks
and we gained
2NT
No
3<)
No
6 !.M.P. on the board.
3NT
No
No
No
On the next hand all we had
(a) Minimum 17 points.
(b) Not going anywhere against to do was listen to an informative
a stronger hand on the right. .
bidding sequence:
9

West dealer
Game all

the club suit, South discarding a
spade and (78. Declarer now
continued with Ace and another
diamond, won by North (Konstam) who, visualising the position
two tricks hence, played a spade
before cashing his hearts. Chiaradia, thinking that this was some
scheme of Konstam's to try and
bluff his way out of an end-play,
ducked in an attempt to make the
contract and found himself making no more tricks and two down.
Meanwhile, with the Italians
intervening in hearts, Rose and
Gardener stopped in the relative
safety of Four Clubs, making 10
tricks.
The next offering should have
shown another systemic gain,
whereas it shows a human failing:

NORTH

+J 98642
\710642
OQJ
+ 8

,.

EAST

WEST

• Q7
\7 K 9 3
()9854
J 10 9 2

+

+ A 10

\7 J 7
().A763
+ AKQ63

SOUTH

+

K 53
\7AQ85
() K 10 2
7 54

+

The Neapolitans bid as follows
with no interference:
WEST

EAST

D'A lelio Chiaradia
No
I+
I() (a)
2+ (b)
3+
3()
3\7
3NT

North dealer
Game all
NORTH

• Q 9 54
. (7A963
() J 6
+ 97 2

(a) Less than an Ace or two
Kings.
(b) Natural and non-forcing.
South, knowing that he could
not rely on his partner for many
high cards, and guided by the
bidding, found the natural lead
of \7A to give him a chance of
examining the nature ofdummy's
heart stopper. North encouraged
and South continued with \7Q.
Declarer, fearing a spade switch,
took the second trick and ran

EAST

WEST

• 10
\7 J 10 54
OQ9852
J 10 5

+

+ K 7 62

\7 Q 8 2

() K 7
+ AQ43

SOUTH

+ AJ 8 3

\7 K 7
() A 10 4 3

+ K8 6
JO

In the bookshops now

POKER- GAME OF SKILL
By TERENCE REESE and ANTHONY WATKINS

18s
"It is an excellent job of work, wrillen with the double
object of explaining the whole art of successful poker playing
and demonstrating the best kind of poker. All the standard
games are described, with special aflention to stud poker and
to the new kinds of choice pots that have become popular in the
London clubs.
"The writing is pleasant, the advice sound, and the authors'
summing up of what goes to make a good player is masterly. . .. "
George F. Hervey in "The Field"

Published by Faber & Faber, 24 Russell Square, W.C.t.

SOUTH

Truscott

WEST
Avarelli

No (b) 10 (c)
Dble.(d) !NT
No
No

their eyes, showing a hand that
would have doubled a weak
no-trump and including some
values in spades (I NT would have
been a take-out double).
(e) A double of INT (or the
possible rescue of Two Diamonds)
would have netted at least 300
and would have been correct
systematically.
" Back at the Ranch" the
Italians climbed to Four Spades
after an opening bid of One Club,
going two down.
Next month I will give some
examples of other conventional
openings to which we had
arranged a defence.

NORTH EAST
Priday Belladonna
No
I + (a)
No
2\? (e) No

I+

(a) The Roman variety, in this
instance showing a balanced hand
of 12- 14 points.
(b) About to demonstrate the
virtue of passing a good balanced
hand on the first round.
(c) Forced negative response
as partner might have the giant
One Club.
(d) Having seen the whites of
II

Oxford v. Cambridge
by TERENCE REESE

This annual match was' staged South dealer
this year by De La Rue and was North-South vulnerable
played appropriately at the OxNORTH
ford and Cambridge Club in Pall
• 974
Mall. Harold Franklin and I
~A 10
acted as table commehtators and
OAK765
Geoffrey Humble was the immacu+ O 104
late recorder.
WEST
EAST
Play on the first day was level, + 3
• J 8 52
but on the second day Oxford ~ Q 8 6 3
~ 9 74
drew away to win by 41 I.M.P. 0 QJ 10982
0Oxford, who have had some strong
+ 987653
K J
players .in their side recently,
SOUTH
including M. S. Buckley, were the
+ A K Q 10 6
more experienced team. Their
~ KJ 52
captain, R. M. Sheehan, is a
0 43
fully developed player, and he
+ A2
and Llewellyn Jones were very
One Spade-Two Diamonds;
sound in the bidding. The second Three Hearts - Three Spades ; 3NT
pair, G ladstone and Milford, - 6NT.
knew what it was all about.
D eclarer ducked the diamond
Cambridge, lacking an out- lead, won the continuation, and
standing player, were unreliable played a spade to the Ace. Then
and it was mostly brave battling he finessed ~ 10, picked up the
by Fowkes and Shallice that kept spades and, keeping ~ A in
them in the fight for so long. dummy, exerted far more pressure
One hand played near the than West could bear.
finish was extremely interesting
Expet iment wm show that
in the analysis.
South can actually make 13 tricks
if he takes the first diamond.
See next colu11m
The Cambridge pair played in
The bidding by the Oxford Seven Spades and met bad trouble
pair, as often, was in excellent after a diamond ruff and a club
Acol style:
back.

+
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Test Your Play
by J.P. MEYER, France
These are practical problems of a sort a good plater should be able to solve.
The answers are on page 32 but do not look at themtmtil you have arrived at
your own solution.

No. J

No.3

NORTH

• 74 2
~

• 9 7 42
10 9
() K 32
K J 10

94

~ K

()7

+

+ AKQ9876
()51ed

()Qied

.3
SoUTH

SOUTH

. AQ
~A KQ 832

~A QJ87

()A J 3

()A 84
+ AQ84

+ 43

Contract Six Hearts. West leads () Q.
How should South play?

West opens () 5 against South's contract of Six Hearts, South playing the
Queen. Plan th.e play.
No.2

NORTH

No.4

NORTH

• AK4
~ 108 4
() A K 2

.A

NORTH

K3
103
() Q3
+ A 10 8 7 2
~ A

+ K 54 3
• 91ed
SOUTH

• Q led

• 8 52
SOUTH

~A Q

• 76

() 7 3
+ A Q J 10 9 8

~

QJ 2
() A K 10 9 8 6
+ 94

West opens the bidding with Three
Hearts. South becomes declarer in 6NT.
West leads . 9, the King is played from
dummy and Queen from East. How

South is to win 3NT against the
opening lead of • Q and against any
distribution.

should South plan the play?
13

Practical Conclusions
by ROD E R I C K E. C O P E LAND

Readers who are not of a
mathematical turn of mind may
well have got "lost" during the
long discussion last year about
changing probabilities. Jn an attempt to wrest sorne practical
conclusions, may I put forward
three general maxims for declarer:-

maining possible distributions of
the suit. (This is the fault of the
Laver method and has been best
demonstrated in November by
Dr. Divinsky.)

I. He should certainly modify
the a priori odds to allow for
information on side suit distributions which he has gathered since
the play began.

Declarer is at the point of no
return having led twice from hand;
he wonders whether a second
finesse will be more successfu l
than the first. His problem is to
determine the likelihood of East
having started with a singleton
honour as against the King-Queen
precisely.

Let us consider the trump suit
below:-

AJI075

9842

2. Apart from the above, what
he must determine is the probability of an opponent originally
to have held these specific combinations in which he has a vital
interest.
3. He should make this calculation at the " point of no return":
that is, at the last moment when
he is forced to an irrevocable
choice between alternative lines
of play.
When applying these precepts
declarer should appreciate that
following suit by opponents with
cards from which no inference
cari be drawn does not affect the
relative probabilities of the re14

He would be right to think
along these Jines:
" I have no important information to cause me to modify the
a priori expectation, which is
almost 2-1 in favour of East
having begun with a singleton
honour rather than KQ precisely.
So I will finesse".
But suppose West has made a
preemptive bid and seven of his
side suit cards can be inferred to
East's two. It can be shown by
the method used to calculate a

La Revue Beige

priori odds

that, rather surptisingly, a finesse has still nearly
an even chance!
The Principle of Restricted
Choice enunciated in Chapter 3
of "The Expert Game" from
which this example is taken, and
which interested readers are advised to re-read, states: "The
play of the Queen by East affords
a presumption that he does not
hold the King." This does not
mean, however, that there is some
abstruse psychological reason why
the chance of success should be
higher than that correctly calculated. The co• rection can be
made that, there being no real
difference between the Queen and
the King, they should be regarded
merely as "honours'.'.
It is interesting to compare the
hand which started all the controversy with one very similar:(!) A K X X
(2) A K Q lO
XXX

XXX

For example I Telfer showed
that after two rounds, opponents
following small, the probability
of an even break was 36 : 84 =
43 per cent, since only 4-2, 2-4,
and 3-3 distributions remained.
Why, therefore, should the comparable figure in case 2 be
36: 68 = 53 per cent? (The
figure Laver quoted incorrectly
for case 1.) It is because now
there is outstanding a card which

du

Bridge
Un programme complet pou r
amateurs et experts
Direction technique:
A. Finklest ein
Abonnement annuel
(12 num~ros )
220 frs. belges

64, Avenue Louise, Bruxelles.

is of extreme significance, whether
or not, like the Hound of the
Baskervilles, it shows up. The
number . of 4-2 possibilities must
be reduced since those including
a Jack doubleton can now be
discounted.
Incidentally, after West plays
small to the third round, the 3-3
possibilities must also be reduced,
and the relative odds remain as
before, thus substantiating the
suggestions I have put forward.

A correspondent/rom AmericaMr. M. R. Wolff of Los Angelesreports a hand which he describes
as a "triumph for Telfer":
15

cent tlu: best chance at this point
would be to finesse . J, establishing
in effect three entries to dummy
\? K 10 x
()Jxxxx
and succeeding in most cases when
the diamonds were 4- 2 as well as
. AJ
3-3.
SOUTH
Realising, however, that accord• Q 10 9 X X X X
ing to the theory of "changing
\?x
probabilities" the expectation of
()A K
an even break in diamonds was
lOx
now over 50 per cent, Mr. Woljf
The contract was Four Spades led a club to the Ace and played
and declarer had the luck of a another diamond, duly bringing
trump lead. The Ace failed to down the Queen. Dummy was
bring down the King. Both oppo- entered with a third round of clubs
nents played low to Mo rounds of for the lead of a good diamond
and the discard of the losing heart.
diamonds.
Now if the odds for 3- 3 dia- To complete the story, East held
monds stood at the a priori 36 per the Queen of clubs.
NORTH

+ Axx

.K

London and the South
by AL:AN HIRON

CANNES PAIRS
(Brighton and Harrogate)
A large open pairs event to
choose pairs to represent Great
Britain in the World Olympic
Pairs at Cannes was played on
duplicated (or rather octuplicated)
boards at Brighton and Harrogate.
The Open event was narrowly
won by J. Tarlo and C. Goldstein
with Flint and Harrison-Gray in

Another month as busy as this
and 1 shall have to apply for a fulltime (unpaid) assistant reporter.
Working on the assumption that
the best way to cover an event is
is to play. in it, I seemed to be
playing well over a hundred
boards every weekend. On Mondays I count out tltirtecn papers
from my I ~ tray before looking at
them.
16

second place, while the ladies
pairs finishing highest and thus
qualifying were Mrs. Fleming and
Mrs. Moss followed by Mrs.
Forbes and Mrs. Durran. Tops
were hard to come by in such a
large field but the following effort
by Mrs. Fleming surely deserved
(and achieved) one.
South dealer
East-West game

NORTH
+ A43
<v 8 7
0 7 64
+ AJ65 2
WEST

+K986

EAST

+ JO 7 5

<y)A652
<y)9
0 J 10 53
OA KQ9 2
K873
10
SOUTH
• QJ2
<y) KQJ 1043

+

+

08
+ Q94
NORTH EAST
SOUTH WEST
l<y)
No
INT
No
2<y)
No
No
2+ !
No
No
3+
30
4<y)
Dble.
Dble.
4+
No
No
No

lose a t1 ick in each suit looked a
likely fate with the strong possibility of West getting a spade ruff
as well. However, notning was to
be gained by calculating the
probable penalty and so Mrs.
Fleming played low from dummy
on the opening lead and was surprised to find that her + J was
allowed to win over East's 10.
She continued with <y) K, won by
East who cashed one top diamond
before leading + 7. Now what
was going on in this spade suit?
Declarer took the right view when
she played low and won with
dummy's Ace, for after five more
rounds of trumps the Queen of
spades acted as a menace against
West who was forced to shed a
club. Now came + Q pinning
East's bare 10 to make an overtrick. Had declarer carelessly
played her + Q instead of her + 2,
East could have guarded the
spades with his + 5 and no
squeeze would have been possible.
When a low-level overcall is
doubled for penalties and the overcaller's partner has grounds for
rescuing it is surprising how often
the opener's suit proves to be the
best 1esting spot. Perhaps more
of a rarity is the following deal
where both partnerships, successively in trouble, found a good
spot in their opponents' suit.

East's protective efforts had
the merit of originality, but on
the lead of + 6 declarer seemed
to IDe facing a hopeless dawn. To
17

+

East dealer
East-West game

7 will leave dummy with three
good trumps. It would make a
good exercise for budding eagleeyed analysts to decide if declarer
should make his contract after
(a) a club lead; (b) a trump leadthe former containing some particularly fascinating variations
when East is the defender first to
play trumps.
As reported last month, the
four qualifying pairs will be joined
in Cannes by Reese and Schapiro,
Rose and Gardener in the open
event and Mrs. Gordon and Mrs.
Markus in the Ladies event.

NORTH
AJ9 2
~ J 108753 .
04
105
WEST
EAST
K 10 6 54
<y> A 6
<y> KQ92
0 107 5
~ A9862
+ K 72
+ QJ4
SOUTH
• Q7 3

+

+

+

.8

~4

SOUTH
10
D ble.
2+
No

0 K QJ 3
+ A9863
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
Dble.
I+
20
No
2<y>
Dble.
Dble.
No
No

SPRING FOURSOMES,
EASTBOURNE

Another new event was inaugurated this year - the Spring
Foursomes-and very successful
it proved to be_ Due to a number
Perhaps North's first round of last minute cancellations only
double is not a text-book example, 32 teams finally came under
but South recovered well. The starter's orders instead of the 64
defence started with two rounds of originally planned for. Harrisonhearts, the second of which de- Gray's team (Dr. Rockfelt, R.
clarer ruffed in hand. Then came and J. Sharples) eventually won
OK, taken by East, who con- a very close final (4 J.M.P.s)
tinued with a third heart. Now against J. Collings's team while
South can come to eight tricks in Mrs. Markus's team and E.
several ways. For example he Crowhurst's team finished third
can trump with +9 and, after and fourth respectively. Before
being over-ruffed, cash three each round there was an open
minor suit winner~ and make draw and a ~urther pleasing reaNorth's + 2 by trumping a club. ture was that a team had to lose
Then a fourth heart ruffed with · two 32 board matches before .it
.18

was eliminated from the competiNORTH
tion- a series of repechages in
+ A 10 4 2
fact being played. Teams losing
~ Q942
two matches early on in the week0 K4
end had a chance to qualify for
. A K 10
a multiple teams-of-four final for W EST
EAST
the Hamilton Cup, where they • J 9 53
:were joined by the eliminated ~ J 6 3
~
quarter-finalists. This was won 0 AQ5 3
O J9876
by Mrs. Forbes's team ( K. Kon- . J4
. 9876532
SOUTH
stam, S. Booker and Dr. S. Lee).
With so much bridge being
KQ7 6
~ A K 10 8 7 5
played, it was inevitable that some
0 10 2
very amusing hands should occur.
A true story which you may or
Ideally North - South should
may not believe concerns the
have been playing strong noplayer who, holding:trump and Texas allowing North
+ A7
to become declarer in an impreg~A 9 6 3
nable Six Hearts, but playing the
0 A J 10 53
weak no-trump throughout Albu. 72
opened the bidding with One querque in the North seat opened
Heart and subsequently defended One Heat t, and the auction proagainst a contract of Three No ceeded merrily on its way:NORTH EAST
Trumps, allowing declarer to take SouTH WEST
I~
No
thirteen tricks.
Declarer had
No
eleven clubs perhaps? Or the J+ (a) No
No
No
defenders were palookas elimi- 4• !
No
6+ (b) No
nated in the early rounds? No, 50!
No
declarer could only take fi ve club No
(a)
Oste11sibly
to inspect the
tricks and defenders were in a
wicket,
but
you
and J know
team that reached the finals.
better.
I have long suspected my old
(b) Puzzled but dutiful. Partner
friend and partner, E. Silverstone,
is
clearly very short in hearts so
of going to any lengths in order
all
North's high cards seem to be
to play a hand but at last 1 have
working
overtime.
some concrete evidence.
I think that East should hazard
North dealer
Nor'th-'Sou th game
a Lightner double to conclude the

+8

+

.Q

53+•
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auction-after all he thinks that
his partner holds five or six
hearts and his choice of lead will
be clear. However West led OA
and in spite of a frantic M~Kenny
type OJ by East unenlightenedly
failed to find the heart switch.
The whole event must have
made exciting kibitzing as some
of the "giants" were eliminated
in the later rounds. Mi:s. Markus's
team seemed favourites at one
time when they beat Flint's team
and were still in the running when
in successive rounds they lost to
Harrison-Gray and had their revenge.
However they subsequently lost by the odd point in
a very high-scoring match against
Collings's team-a match in whcih
swings of 5 J.M.P.s or less were
considered flat boards. Flint (supported by Swimer, Reese and
Schapiro) lost his second "life"
when he lost to Mrs. Durran- a
very good win for herself and
Weissberger, Rougier and Davenport.
In .the final between HarrisonGray and Collings, the former's
team seemed to have the measure
of their opponents when after
sixteen boards they led by 16
I.M .P.s. They had gained points
on this deal:See next column
When H arrison - Gray and
Rockfelt sat North-South they
bid thus:-

South dealer
Love all
NORTH

+ A 97 3

(/5
0 J 10 7 3 2

+9 8 4
WEST

EAST

• Q 10 4

+ J
(/109764

(/AJ82

0

95

+ AQ 10 5

07
+ KJ7632

SOUTH

+ K8652
(/ K Q 3

OAK Q84

+SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

1+

No

30

No
No

2+
4+

No
No

No

East seemed to have some
trouble passing Four Spades and
Dr. Rockfelt felt that this might
mean unevenly divided spades
and so gid not make any further
effort. On the face of it Six
Diamonds is a very reasonable
contract, succeeding if the spades
are 2- 2 or if the Ace of hearts is
well placed-about a 70 per cent·
chance.
In the other room the auction
was more eventful:SouTH

20

WEST

NoRTH

EAST

4(/

1+
4+

Dble.
Dble.

3+
No

No

No

60

5+
all pass

Leading scores:
Open event:
V.P.
lst R. Franses and A. Hi ron 14
2nd Mrs. Fleming and E.
Crowhurst
11
3rd J. Collings and R.
Crown
10
Ladies event:
1st Mrs. Campfield and
Mrs. Frith
23
=2nd Mrs. Rye and Mrs.
13
Topping
=2nd Mrs. Jessop and Mrs.
13
Hartill

West's penalty doubles on the
second and ·third round seemed
rather ambitious in view of his
lengthy holdings in the suits
which his partner was bidding at
the Four and Five level and East
did well to remove them. After
all this opposition bidding Six
Diamonds was a far less attractive
contract but North-South were
booked for an inferior score anyhow-they could only have extracted 300 points from Six Clubs
doubled. The not impossible lead
of <::?A would have seen them
home but West avoided this
pitfall and North-South could
only take eleven tricks.
However, Silverstone and Albuquerque bid and made two slams
which were not attempted in the
other room to reduce the margin
to 5 I.M.P.s with only eight
boards to go.
Collings and Crown seemed to
have the better of things against
Harrison-Gray and Rockfelt, but
the Sharples brothers duplicated
some of their good results and
Gray held on to win by 4 points.

PORTLAND PAIRS
One hundred and ninety two
pairs competed in the final and
1t million match points were
calculated by Harold Franklin
and his team. Leading positions:
1. Mrs. F. Gordon and J.
Nunes (London).
2. Mrs. l. Golding and R. M.
Foulds (Newcastle).
3. Mrs. M . Oldroyd and A.
Finlay (Leeds).
4. Miss D. Kle.user and C.
Ward (Nottingham).
5. Mr. and Mrs. W. E. D. Hall
(Coventry), winners of the
Flitch.

INTERNATIONAL TRIALS
(FIRST STAGE)
The first stage of the trials has
only been half-completed and the
contestants have another weekend
of competition in J une before the
leading pairs join the elite for the
final trials.

London Pairs Final :
1st Green and Stanley.
2nd Rose and Hanison-Gray.
Crockford's Cup
Winners, Dr. Lee's team. Sec-.
ond, M. Harris9n-Gray. Report
next month.
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Below we reproduce the March problems
Problem No. 1 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

I+

J+
No

2+
5+

3~

South holds:+~ K9874 OKQJ82 + 862.
What should South bid?

EAST

Problem No. 5 (JO points)
l.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:-

No
r No

?
South holds:+ 2 ~AJ63 O AJ + A87543.
What should South bid?

SouTH

WE'irr

NORTH

EAST

Problem No. 6 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, Jove
bidding has gone:-

No
2+

No
1NT
No
Obi.
No
No
3~
?
East's Two Clubs is a distributional
double asking for major suits. JNT
promised 16-18 'points. South holds:+ QJ52 ~8 OK87 + KJ 1074.
What should South bid?

WEST

NORTH

EAST

J+
Obi.
2+

Db!.

2~

No

NORTH

EA'irr

t+

2+
No

3+

all,

the

SouTH

WE'irr

NORTH

EAST

No

J+
2+

10
DbI.

I+
No

SOUTH

WE'irr

NORTH

1~
3~

EAST
No

No
No
?
+ AQ76i ~AK2 O K765 + 7.
What should South bid ?

Problem No. 8 (20 points)
I.M .P. scoring, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gooe:SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

No
I+
Obi.
50
Dbl.
No
No
No
South holds:+ AKJ053 ~AQ864 0765
(a) Do you agree with South's double?
If not, what alternative do you prefer?
(b) What should South lead?

Problem No. 4 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:WE'irr

No
No

Problem No. '1 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:-

Redbl.
2~
Obi.
No
No
?
South holds:+ 84 ~AQ73 O K9642 + 74.
(a) Do you agree with South's redouble? If not, what alternative do
you prefer?
(b) What should South bid?

SoUTH

EA'irr

?
South holds:+ KJ63 ~K872 0 97 + 1063.
What should South bid ?

Problem No. 3 (20 points)
J.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding bas gone:SouTH

NORTH
No
No

?
South holds:+ AJ832 ~A9 OA95 + K83.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gonc:SouTH

WEST

+-·

·?
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More Hands from the World
Championship
by TERENCE REESE

A detailed report of every bid
and every card play ed in .the
championship is being prepared by
the A.C.B.L. and JVi/1 be on sale
in the summer.

New cards were used throughout the world championship and
were held responsible for the
high proportion of freaks. Eightand nine-card suits were two a
penny, and there was one tencarder which, perhaps, gave rise
to Chiaradia's complaint that
only the Italian team was shuffling
properly:

This was the bidding when the
Italians were North-South:
SOUTH

WEST

Forquet

Nail

5\?
6\?

5+
6+

No

No

EAST

I+
Dble.
Dble.

No
No

This was 500 to Italy, a normal
result. The Italian manoeuvres
at the other table are difficult to
follow:

East dealer
East-West vulnerable
NORTH

SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

• J 10 5

Mathe

Chiaradia

v. d. D'Aielio
Porten

\? -

0

A Q J 10 6 4

.

A432

WEST

EAST

+ Q9872
\? Q 7

+ AK643

0-

NORTH

Garozzo Key

1+

4NT

50
DbJe.
No
6\?
No
No
No
West led a spade and 13 tricks
were made, giving America a
swing of 510.

\?9
OK9872
. Q6

·.K

. J109875

EAST

Grand slams galore
With the cards running wild,
grand slams were also numerous.
Britain had mixed fortunes on
these. This was one of the hands

SOUTH

\?AKJ10865432
0 53
23

that gave the Argentine team its
lead on the first day:
North dealer
North-South vulnerable
NORTH

• 63

\? K 10 8 53

0

10 8 6

• Q87
WEST

EAST

+ K42

WEST

+ AQ J 985

\? 1 7642
OAK 7
+ 92

\?AQ

+ K Q9

\?AQ

\?J

+ AKJs4

+A K J5

o-

0

\?9
OQJ95432
• 10 6 3
Tllis was the bidding by the
British pair:
WEST

EAST

Truscott

Priday

0

J 10 9 7

+ Q 10 6 4 2

WEST

EAST

Truscott

Priday

2+

20

2+

3+

3NT
4+
6+
7+
No
T he spades were 3- 2 and, as
Priday had gauged, the thirteenth
trick was available from a heart
ruff. Playing in clubs or no
trumps, finesse is needed for the
grand slam unless the lead is
favourable. the American pair,
Murray and Coon, played in 6NT
and made Seven when a diamond
was led.

2+
3+

A Q

They bid as follows:

• 10 7

40
. 50

EAST

+ A 10 8 6 4

SOUTH

2\?

ruffed with the King. lf the clubs
are not established by this time,
tte remaining club can be discarded on 0 K and the heart
finesse taken.
Truscott and Priday were concerned in one of the best sequences
of .the week when they held the
following cards against North
America:

2+
4+

4\?

a

6+

No
None of these calls can be
faulted but the South Americans
• bid the grand slam and gained
11 !.M.P. Playing in 'Seven
against the lead of a diamond,
East should discard a club on the
first trick, not a heart. Then he
takes one round of trumps, followed by + A, + K, and a club

Relying on ·the long suit
One of my theories about
bidding is that one must have a
very good reason before abandoning a seven card suit as t-r"'~s:
24

Thus I was struck by two rather
similar hands where the British
lost heavily through fai ling to
observe this principle. The first
was against Italy:

FOLKESTONE
CONGRESS
GRAND HOTEL

North dealer
North-South vulnerable

15th, to 17th, June.

NORTH

+ JJ087
\? A982
0 6432

Brochures from Mrs. Corbett,
12, Boyne Park, Tunbridge Wells.

+ 4
WEST

EAST
K43

+

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
Rod- D'Aielio Kon- Chiarigue
stam
radia
0A KJ 10732
No
I+
SOUTH
Dble.
30
Dble.
4+
No
No
40
+ Q
5+
\? 10 54
No
No
No
South made the unfortunate
OAQJ985
lead of Ace of diamonds, so
Q9 5
When the British were East- · Chiaradia had no difficulty. As
West:
the bidding went, spades were not
SOUTH WEST NoRTH EAST
mentioned, but the Italian style
Avarelli CardBella- Rose
is to repeat long suits and I am
ener
donna
sure they would have fini shed in
Five Clubs anyway. This contract
No
l+
is made if the club Queen falls,
10
20
30
1+
No
No
40
or if OA is led, or if a spade4+
No
No
No
diamond squeeze can be negotiFour Spades is not comfortable ated.
when both black suits break
The swing on this hand might
badly. East's sequence was mis- conceivably have gone the other
conceived, in my opinion. Over way. Priday and Truscott had a
Two Diamonds I prefer a jump poor sequence on the following
to Four Clubs.
deal, but here another factor
The British North-South were contributed to the neglect of the
" busy" at the other table :
long suit.

+ A9652
\? J 6 3
0 K 10 7
86

+

\? K Q7

+

+
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North dealer
Both sides vulnerable

SOUTH
Truscott

NORTH
+ A 10 8
<y) Q653
OAQ5 '3
+ 53
W EST

EAST

+ K9743
• Q J6
<y)108 74
<y) KJ92
O J962
0 87
+
' Q4
J9
SOUTH
• 52
<y)A
0 K 10 4
+ A K 10 8 7 6 2

+

3+
40
No

NORTH
Priday
10
30
50

Five Diamonds was just made.
1t is perhaps a bad hand for Acol,
for if North passes originally the
final contract is likely to be 3NT.
One Heart is not an attractive
call on the North cards and this
again is not likely to tend towards
Six Clubs.
Slam by accident
What I should imagine was the
most unexpected result of the
week befell South on this deal
from North v. South America :

The Americans bid capably as
follows:
SOUTH NORTH
Murray
Coon
10
3NT
3+
4+
40
4<y)
4+
5NT
50
No
6+

North dealer
Neither side vulnerable

NORTH
+ A 74
<y) J9742
, OA9865

+-

Six Clubs makes if the clubs
break or if the diamonds are 3- 3,
so that a spade can be discarded.

WEST

EAST

• 8 53
+ KQJ 1092
<y) A 6
<y)0 Q 10 7 3
0 K74
+ A KQ4
10 8 7 5
SOUTH
+ 6
<y) K Q 10 8 53
02
,.
+ J9632
After the Argentine East has

The British pair had more of a
problem in that a rebid of 3NT
after a force does not denote a
minimum in Acol. Thus Priday,
having decided to open One
Diamond, had little choice but to
repeat the suit, with the following
consequence:

+
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MAST1!R POINTS ON NATIONAL CONGRESS SCALES FOR ALL EVI!NTS

Write for brochure: Mrs. H. Newton,
21, Sandringham Road, Wrexham

opened with a Two bid, South bid
with great energy :
SOUTH

WEST

Murray Calvente

3\/

6+

3.

No
Dble.

NORTH

score of 750, as against 1,210 at
the other table.

EAST

250.

Coon Rocchi
No

4\/
6\/

The next world championship
. The A.C.B.L. bulletin (from
which some of the hands above
were taken) naturally welcomed
the success of a young American
team which had shaken off the
worst of American bidding habits
and had given the Italians their
first big fright in a long match for
many years. Before we begin to
look on this event as the beginning
of the end .of Italian supremacy,
it is advisable to remember that
Forquet and Avarelli both had
bouts of flu, and according to
Baron de Nexon's report in the
revue Francaise other members of
the team were also affected.
The next contest for the Bermuda Bowl is scheduled for St.
Vincent, in north Italy, next
January. The competing teams
will be North America, South
America, Italy as holders, and
the winners of the European.

No
No
No
No
No
West's better judgment must
have told him to open Ace and
another trump, but he failed to do
so and after the spade lead
Murray was able to cross-ruff for
twelve tricks. Against a trump
lead and continuation South can
set up a long diamond, but that is
only eleven tricks.
The Argentine North- South
did well but not well enough:
SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

Berisso

Nail

Carbanne

Key

1\/

2\7

5\/

Dble.

No

No
No
Again a spade was led and
twelve tricks were made for a
27
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Switch out (j)
stuffy ·air and
unpleasant
smells
with the
elegant
new
/!f(f}[jjflQiiJriO~ - -rm
0

FOR BETTER AIR CONDITIONS
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TELEPHONE : VICtoria 2244

.

Branches at Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Bristol
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Top of Nothing
by PETER CROFTS

On lead against a no trump contract, what are the factors which
detetmine whether we should lead
the top of nothing in an effort to
find partner's suit, or fourth best
in a bid to establish our own?
With this bidding:
SOUTH
No
No

WEST

1+

2NT

NORTH

EAST

No
No

10
INT
3NT

suit we can lead it again when in
with Ace of diamonds or a club.
There is a better chance of establishing tricks in spades than in
hearts, and furthermore the spade
is less likely to kill a possible
trick.
If we start with spades, we can
exit with spades, no matter
whether the intention be passive
or militant; and we can switch to
hearts if we wish.
It is, indeed, quite a good rule,
when no other guidance is available, and a short suit lead seems
best, to select a tripleton when
holding two entries, but a doubleton with only one.
A short suit lead can be likened
to prospecting for oil in partner's
hand. There must first be some
reasonable hope that oil is there;
and if we strike it, we want to be
able to reach it and use it.
H ere, finally, there is obviously
none, so we make no attempt to
find it.

South, who holds

+ 962

\?94

0 KJ95 . I0975,

has no problem. But he should
not only lead a heart: he should
double first, and expect to retire
on the proceeds.
The strength of partner's hand
can often be determined from the
opponents' bidding, and when
both opponents have made limited
bids, partner's values are not
difficult to judge. If his hand is
markedly better than ours, we
should lead his su it. But first,
we must find it.
SOUTH
No

WEST

2NT

NoRTH

No

EAST

!NT

South dealer
East-West vulnerable

3NT

SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

South holds:

EAST

2NT

+ 962 \?94 OA542 . Q974.

No
No

Here, the spade 9 is better than
the heart. I f partner favours the

3NT

South holds:
29

No

No

+ 86 <vKJ832 OQ74 + 932.
Here are many of the problems
of a short suit lead crystalised in
one hand .
A spade lead might find partner
with a good suit and the entries
to use it; or it might kill his
Queen.
A heart lead might find partner
with Ace to three, to wrap up
the first five tricks; · or tun into
the jaws of declarer's AQ.
So at first sight the decision
seems to be a guess. However,
the opponents' bidding is not

strictly ·limited: West may have
had quite a bit in hand when he
raised to 3NT. The opposition
can hold anything from 25 to
32 between them. What is certain
is that pat tner has no useful suit
of his own. Otherwise, third
hand on this vulnerability, would
he not have made a lead-indicating bid third in hand? Better to
play him for a flat hand, and lead
a heart. It will probably cost a
trick but it is certainly our only
hope to beat the contract: partner
can hold Ax and declarer Q IOx.

One Hundred Up
Conducted by ALAN TRUSCOTT

April Competition
, A panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of the
competiton will be determined by, though not necessarily in strict
proportion to, the votes of the panel.
The following prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:FffiST P RIZE
Two Guineas.
SECOND AND TIDRD PRIZES
One Guinea.
Please read these rules carefully. No competitor may send in more
than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the B.B.W. are eligible
for prizes.

Answers should be sent to One Hundred Up, British Bridge World,
35 Dover Street, London, W.t, to arrive not later than first post on
May 1. Some latitude will be given to overseas competitors.
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Problem No. 1 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, East-West vu lnerable, the bidding has gonc:SoUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

I.

20

. AQ8 ~AKQ 0 QJ085 + 532.
What should South bid?
Problem No. 5 ( 10 points)
1
Rubber bridge, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:-

?
South holds:• 2 ~AJ63 OAJ + A87543.
What should South bid?

SoUTH

W£ST

NORTH

2•

No
No

10
3+

No

I.
EAST

No

SouTH
No

N ORTH

E AST

I~

2+
No

SouTH

W EST

I.

N ORTH

No

10
No
? '
South holds:-

1~

NORTH

EAST

No
Obi.

10
20

WEST

NORTH

2NT

EAST
No

?
South holds:• A8653 ~74 010652 + 83.
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid at matchpoint pairs scoring?

Problem No. 8 ( JO points)
. l.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:-

Problem No. 4 (10 points)
I .M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH

WEST
No

Problem No. 7 (20 points)
J.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:-

30
40
4NT
No
?
South holds:• Q54 ~AK 0 AQJ62 + AJ7.
The 4NT bid and response arc Blackwood. What should South bid?

S+

EAST

Obi.
No

?
South holds:• K5 ~J742 OAK63 + J98.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 3 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:W EST

NORTH

Problem No. 6 (IO points)
Match-point pairs, love all, the bidding has gone:-

?
South holds:• A64 ~AKJ 0 1098 + 10973.
(a) Do you agree with South's bid of
Two Spades? If not, what alternat ive
do you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?

SOUTH

12..

Redbl.
No
?
South holds:• - ~AK653 OAJ8 + 109862.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 2 (20 points)
I.M. P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH

WEST

SouTH

WEST

NORTH

No
No
No
No
South holds:• 754 ~AJ4 O KS + J9863.
What should South lead?

EAST
No
No
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Solutions to Test Your Play
DON'T LOOK NOW-unless you have made a concientious attempt to
solve all problems. · You will find them on page 13.
No. J

NORTH
• 7 42
<:? 9 4

making two spades, one club, two hearts
and at least four diamonds .

07
No.3

+ AKQ9876
(>Sled
Sourn
+ AQ
\? AKQ832
0 AJ 3
43

OQ led

+

SOUTH
+ 3
\? AQJ87
0 A84
+ AQ84

West opens 05 against South's contract of Six Hearts, South playing the
Queen. Plan the play.
South's best play is to duck a round
of trumps immediately. If he ruffs a
diamond and tries to draw trumps he
will be in difficulty if the hearts are 4-J.
No.2

NORTH
• 9742
\?KI09
0 K 32
+ KJ 10

Contract Six Hearts. West leads OQ.
How should South play?
South wins OA and plays a spade.
He wins any return in dummy's hand,
ruffs a spade, and draws Ace and a small
heart. If trumps are 4-J he has to hope
that four clubs and four hearts will be
in the same hand and that he can discard
a diamond. If trumps divide 3- 2 he
wins by reversing the dummy, ruffing
three spades in hand.

NORTH
+ AK3
\? A 10 3
0 Q3
+ A 10 8 7 2

+ Q led
SOUTH
• 76
\? Q J 2
0 A K JO 9 8 6
+ 94

No.4

South is to win 3NT against the
opening lead of + Q and against any
distribution.
South must play a small diamond
from dummy, finessing the 10. If the
finesse loses he will overtake his OQ
with the King. If the finesse wins, he
returns to OQ and leads a small heart,

NORTH
+ AK4
<:/ JO 8 4
OAK2
K543

+

+ 91ed
SOUTH
• 8 52
\? AQ
0 73
+ A Q J 10 9 8
32

West opens the bidding with Three
Hearts. South becomes declarer in 6NT.
West leads + 9, the King is played
from dummy and Queen from East.
How should South plan the play"'

South should take the losing finesse
in hearts in order to bring about a
double squeeze. At the finish ~ 1 0
wi ll be a menace against West, + 8
aga inst East, and both defenders will
have to abandon diamonds.

E.B.U. Master Points Register
Master Points Secretary:
F. 0. Bingham, 48 Lordship Park, London, N.16
PROMOTIONS
To Life Master: K. W. Konstam; A. Finlay.
To National Master: K. R. Barbour (North-Western); D. A. Cohen (Nort hern
Ireland).
To " Two Star" Master : Mrs. D. P. Forbes (Middlesex); P. R . Morley (NorthWestern); C. Ward (Notts.).
To " One Star" Master: E. H . Barnby (Warwickshire); Mrs. G . C. Carpl!nter
(North-East); J. H. C. Godfrey (Notts.); Mrs. E. Harrison (Sussex); Mrs. Russell
Jessop (Gioucestershire); P. Millar (Warwickshire); E. Masser (Yorkshire).
To Master: Miss E. Birch (Sussex); J . H . Biltcliffc (Berks. and Bucks.); J . N.
Collett (Gioucestershire); Mrs. N. Earle (Sussex); V. Gerard (London); Mrs.
J . H . C. Godfrey (Notts.); J . Proctor (Warwickshire); W. J. S. Robb (Northern
Ireland); Mrs. B. W. S. Wallace (North-Western); Mrs. A. Whittaker (Yorkshire;
Mrs. L. T. Vowles (Gioucestershire).
We are indebted to Mr. Norman H . Douglas, Hon. Secretary of N. J. B.U., for
news of the progress of Master Points in Nortltem Ireland. The leading scores
there arc:National Masters: D. A. Cohen ( 169); J. McRobert ( 168); M. Rosenberg ( 153).
" One Star" Masters: A. E. Anderson ( 109); J. E. Arnott (J 14); D. Decry ( 128);
A. Lennon (JJ 8); Professor A. Mackinnon ( 11 2); H. A. Schenker (130).
Masters: E. F. Agnew (84); Mrs. 0. R. Allan (54); Mrs. J . M. Atkinson (72);
Mrs. G. 0. Barry (65); T. Berry (75); Miss M.G. Cole (90); R . A. Corrick (54);
Mrs. N. H . Douglas (56); H . M. Gabbey (54); R. D. Gardiner (51); C. M. Grant
(70); M.S. J ohnston (51); J. H . Grummitt (50); Mrs. W. Kirk (50); E. S. Lamont
(90); Mrs. Macfarlane (69); Miss M. Moore (90); G. E. McCaw (50); W. J. S.
Robb (52); Mrs. J. M. Whitten (58).
County Masters: 0. R. Allan (35); Dr. W. Bamber (45); Mrs. D. Bates (34);
J. A. Caldwell (25); Mrs. H . Campbell (27); Mrs. Clarke (25); Mrs. H . J . Crawford
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(32); Mrs. J. H. Devoto (45); H. E. G. Dickson (31); E. A. St. J. Douglas (40);
N.H. D ouglas (41); K. Foy (27); W. S. Fyffe (25); Dr. P. Halmos (35); Mrs. S.C.
Henry (48); Mrs. G. M. Hosking (34); Mrs. W. Matthews (29); Mrs. Mercer (27);
Mrs. J. A. Milligan (42); T. J. McAfee (36); Miss M. McCarthy (35); Mrs. McCorkell
(29); Mrs. J. McKenzie (26);. Mrs. J. T. Nimmons (38); Mrs. H. Pullin (25); Mrs.
N .J. Reade (25); T. Ryan (42); Mrs. H. A. Schenker (39); H. Sharp (39); H. ShepN . J. Reade (25); T. Ryan (42); Mrs. H. A. Schenker (39); H. Sharp (39); H. She
herd (30); W. H. Smyth (37); M. Stewart (32); J. M. Whitten (40).
In addition, there are 55 Local Masters and 78 Club Masters.
T he Welsh Bridge Union now has one Life Master, P. F. Spurway, and six National
Masters:- J. Hockey (252); Dr. J . Butler (242); G. Fox (233); G. Needham (200);
S. Reed (174); Mrs. J. S.. Spickett (151).

E.B.U. Results
GOLD CUP
Round III
M. F. Saunders (London)
J. Sargeant (Kent)
I. Manning (Yorks.)
E. H. Pudsey (Yorks.)

beat J . E . Taylor (Herts.)
J. Amsbury (London)
C. E. Robinson (Staffs.)
F. Farrington (N.W.C.B.A.)

I. M. P.
20
65
6

5

CROCKFORDS CUP
Semi Final (into last 8)
I. Manning (Yorks.)

beat J. Amsbury (London)

9

H UBERT PHILLIPS BOWL
Round Ill (Completed)
Mrs. R. Markus (London)
J. Bloomberg (Yorks.)
D. A. Ray (N.E.B.A.)
Mrs. J. Gatti (London)
Miss D. Shanahan (London)
P. F. L. Tottenham (Staffs.)
W. E. Lee (Notts.)

D. A. Ray (N.E.B.A.)
J. Bloomberg (Yorks.)

beat J. Causino (London)
M. Allen (Lines.)
Dr. A. 0. L. Atkins (N.E.B.A.)
Mrs. M. Whitaker (London)
D. Smerdon (Middlesex)
Mrs. L. Myers (Yorks.)
E. H. Pudsey (Yorks.)

Round IV
beat P. A. Broke (Norfolk)
J. Brown (Lines.)
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Points
1070
3170
120
670
2010
3770
2200

2640
360

The British

Bridge World

Annual Subscription 35/- E.B.U. Members 25/SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR OVERSEAS
Argentina P.s. 435
Australia
£2/4/0
Austria Sch. 137.5
Belgium
Frs. 265
Brazil
As £1/15/0
Canada
$5.28
Ceylon
Rup. 25.3
Denmark SW.Kr. 36.70
Egypt Piastres 186
Eire
£1/15/0

Finland
France
Germany
Holland
(celand
India
lran
ltaly
Malaya

Mks. 1704
N.F. 26
Dmk. 21
D.Fis. 19
Kr. 203
R. 26
Rials 400
Lire 3287
M.$ 16

New Zealand £ljl8/0
Norway
Kr. 38
Pakistan Rup. 25.3
Portugal
Esc. 153
S. Africa Rand 3.80
Spain
Pes. 320
SwedenSw.Kr.27.37
Swit'land. S.Frs. 23
U.S.A.
$5.35

Subscriptions can be sent in local currency to the following sales
agents:ARGENTINA, as Brazil.
AUSTRALIA, M. J. Sullivan, 112 Sherwood Road, Toowong, Brisbane
AUSTRIA, Dr. Alfred Zankl, 18 Feldmuhlgasse, Vienna Xll1
BELGIUM, Federation Beige du Bridge, 64 Avenue Louise, Bruxelles
BRAZIL, Mrs. lise Mandler, Apt. 101, Rua Domingos Ferreira 67, Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil.
CANADA, Earl Lefebrae, 73 Elliot Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario.
CHILE, F. Jolesch, Casilla 1570, Santiago, and M. Matz, c/o Mauricio
Hochschild, Casilla 153-D, Santiago.
DENMARK, Toustrups Boghandel, Valby Langgade 73, Copenhagen
Valby.
FRANCE, Jean Besse, 6 Rue d'Astorg, Paris 8.
GERMANY, Dr. 0. HeiJmich, Ludenberger Strasser 27, DUsseldorf.
HOLLAND, Y. de Jong, Schulpweg 332 Velsen N, Beverwijk.
ICELAND, Eggert Beoonysson, Barmahlid 3, Reykjavik.
INDIA, Mrs. F. Bekkevold, Silver Beach, Juhu, Bombay 23.
ITALY, Federico Rosa, Federazione Jtaliana Bridge,
Via A. Saffi, 34, Milan.
NEW ZEALAND, as Australia.
NORWAY, Alf-Tore Svendsen, Munchsgate 7, Oslo.
PORTUGAL, George H. Black, Av. Sacadura, Cabral 27 4s, Esq.
SOUTH AFRICA, L. Sapire, P.O. Box 38, Fordsburg, Johannesburg.
SWEDEN, E. Jannersten, Bridge Tidningen, Enskede.
SWITZERLAND, as France, and M. Dara-Hekimi, Avenue de Bude 25,
Geneva.
U.S.A., Barclay Bridge Supplies Co., 43-15 Queens Street, Long Island
City 1, New York, U.S.A. and Geo. Coffin, 257 Trapelo Road,
Waltham 54, Massachusetts.
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Directory of E.B.U. Affiliated
Clubs

BER.KSHJRE
READJNO BRIDGE CLUB. 35 Jesse Terrace,
Reading. Tel. Reading 52136. I' Hon. Sec.
C. T. Holloway. Stakes 3d. Partnership.
first Saturday Evening each month, 1st and 3rd
Tuesday afternoon each month, and every
Thursday evening. Duplicate every Monday

Partnership Evenings Mondays and Thursdays.
Visitors welcome. Bounty pairs (£25) Weekly
Tuesdays. Bounty Individual (£20) 2nd Sunday
afternoons. TUITJON.
MAYFAIR BRIDGE STumo-110 Mount Street,
W.J. (2nd floor). GRO 2844. Hon. Sec., Mrs.
H. Ponting. Stakes 1/- and 6d. Partnership Sun.,
Wed. evenings 6d., Mon. afternoon 6d. Fri.
evening 1/-. Duplicate pairs 1st and 3rd Thursday evenings 7.30, 2nd Sun. afternoon, teams
2nd and 4tb Sat. evenings.
STUDIO BRIDGE CLua-l8a Queens Way,
Bayswater, W.2. Tel.: Bay 5749. Hon. Sec.,
Mrs. H. Pearce. Stakes 2/-, 1/- and 6d. Partnership Mon. and Fri. evenings.
MIDDLESEX
HJGHOATE BRI.DGB CLUB-80 Highgate West
Hill, N.6. MOU 3423. Hon. See., Mrs. Osborn.
Stakes 2d. Partnership Wed. afternoon, Friday
and Saturday evenings.
SURREY
HEATH BRIDGE CLUB.- The Heath, Weybridge. Weybridge 3620. Hon. sec. C. G. Ainger.
Always open. Visitors welcome. Stakes 3d. Sat.
eve. 3d. and 1/-. Partnership Tues. aft. and eve.,
Fri. aft. Duplicate Mon. and Thurs. eve. Tuition
by Alan Truscott available.
SUSSEX
BDONOR CLUB-2 Sudley Road, Bognor
Regis. Bognor Regis 200. Hon. Sec., G. A.
Harries. Bridge every afternoon except Sun.
Partnership Wed. Duplicate 1st Tues. in tbe
month. Bridge Fri. eve.
HoRSHAM BRIDGE CLua-22A East Street,
Horsham, Sussex. Horsham 4921 or 2078.
Hon. Sec., Mrs. M. E. Binney, 7A Bishopric,
Horsham. Stakes 3d. Partnership, Sun., Thurs.
eve., Wed., · Fri. aft. Duplicate Tues. eve.
Cut-in Mon., Tburs., Sat. aft.
WHITEHALL RESIDENTIAL BRIDGE CLua11/12 Howard Square, Eastbourne, Eastbourne
4544. Sec. Miss J. Fidler. Stakes 2d. and 3d.
Partnership, Tues. and Fri. aft., Wed. and Sat.
evening. Duplicate Sunday.
WARWICKSHIRE
HEATHERCROFT BRIDGE CLUB-2 Pebble Mill
Road, B;rmingham 5. SELiy Oak 0448. Stakes
3d. to 1/-. Cut-in or Partnership every aft. and
eve. Duplicate Sun. eve., Mon. aft., and as
desired by Members. Visitors welcome.
YORKS
LEEDS BRJOOE CLUB LTD.-Moortown Corner
House, Leeds 17. Leeds 681571. Hon. Sec.,
Mr. R. Dorsey. Duplicate, Tues. and Thurs.
v;sitors Welcome. Open each day until midnight
except Friday. Rubber Bridge every !tight.

evening.

HANTS
BouRENMOUTH, GRovE RoAD BRtDOB CLuaEast Cliff Cottage, 57 Grove Road, Bournemouth 24311. Hon. Sec. , Mrs. Moss. Stakes
3d. Partnership, Thurs. and Sat. aft., Sun.
evening. Duplicate, 1st Wed., 3rd Fri.
SOUTHAMPTON, SUTHERLAND BRIOOE CLUB2 Rockstone Place. Tel.: 25291 or 73656. Hon.
Sec., Mrs. Cahalan. Stakes 2d. Partnership:
Tues. eve. and Wed. aft. Cut-in: Mon. and Fri.
aft., Thurs. and Sat. eve. DupUcate: 3rd Mon.
eve. (Sept. to May).
WESSEX CLUB-Lindsay Manor, Lindsay
Road, Bournemouth.
Westbourne 640341.
Hon. Sec., The Secretary. Stakes 6d. and 2d.
Partnership, 6d. Mon. aft. and Wed. e-vening
2d. Partnership Tues. aft. and Friday aft.
DupUcate 1st, 2nd and 4th Friday evening in each
month.
HERTS
HODDESDON BRJOOE CLua-Higb Street,
Hoddesdon. Hoddesdon 3813. Hon . Sec.
W. Lamport. Stakes 3d. Partnership, alternate
Wed. afternoons. DupUcate, Tues. evening.
ISLE OF WIGHT
SHANKLIN, CRArOMORE BRIDGECLua-Howard
Road, Shanklin, l.W. Shanklin 2940. Hon.
Sec., J. S. Danby. Stakes 2d. Duplicate Mon.
(Oct. to May). Partnership, Tues. and Fri.

KENT

,

W£Sr KENT CLua-12 Boyne Park, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 21513. Hon.
Sec., R . H. Corbett. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partnership, Mon. and Wed. 6d., Wed. and Fri. 3d.
Duplicate, lst and 3rd Sat. (2.15).
SrocuP-5idcup Bridge Club, Sidcup Golf
Club, Hurst Road, Sidcup. Hon. Sec., Mrs.
W. Davis, 24 Carlton Road, Sidcup. Telephone:
FOO 1868. Stakes 3d. Partnerships Mon.,
Wed., Fri. Duplicate Mon., Wed.
LANCS
LIVERPOOL-Liverpool Bridge Club, 22 Upper
Duke Street, Liverpool. Tel.: Royal 8180.
Hon. Sec., Mrs. H. T. Halewood. Partnerships
Tue., Fri. afternoon. Duplicate Mon. evening.
LONDON
GRAND SLAM BRJDOE CLua-21 Craven Hill,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/- and 2/-.

Would you like particulars of your club (address, telephone,
hoo. sec., stakes, partnership days, duplicate days) to be
listed in this Directory every month? If so, please write to
our Advertisement Manager (see address on page 3) for very
reasonable terms.
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One Hundred Up
by ALAN TRUSCOTT
March solutions: If you did not enter for the March competition, try your hand
at the problems on page 22 before reading how the experts voted.

The panel for the March competition
consisted of the following twelve experts:
E. Crowhurst, G. C. H . Fox, Mrs. R.
Markus, J . Nunes, J. T. Reese, D.
Rimington, C. Rodrigue, R. Sharples
and N. S. L. Smart, all of London and
the Home Counties; P. SwinnertonDycr of Ca mbridge; C. E. Phillips of
Cheshire ; and H. Filarsk i of Amsterdam.

Five Hearts, then Five Spades should
make it clear that third round control of
hearts and second round control of
diamonds are all that we require in
addition to the good trumps and spade
Ace already shown."
Mrs. Markus supported this with the
comment that any other bid should be
outlawed.
PHILLIPS: "Five D iamonds. If this
elicits a Five Heart response, I should
Problem No. l ( 10 points)
bid the grand slam with confidence. At
l.M.P..scoring, East-West vulnerable,
the worst, this will depend on a heart
the bidding has gone:finesse if partner's hand is: + Axxx
SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
~ Kxx O Kx + KQJx . It is more likely
I+
I+
2+
No
that he will have a doubleton heart, o r
3<:::1
No
No
else the Queen."
?
That is an important general point.
South holds:If you can judge that a grand slam is
+ 2 ~AJ63 OAJ + A87543.
at the worst on a finesse and may well
What should South bid?
be a lay-down, it is worth bidding. If
Answer: Five D iamonds, JO; Five No the lay-down and the finesse appear
Trumps, 8; Six Clubs, 6; Seven Clubs, 4. equally likely, your effective percentage
The panel's vote: 6 for Five Dia- is 75.
monds; J for F ive No Trumps (Reese);
This was not appreciated by:
4 for Six Clubs (Filarski, Sharples,
SMART: "Six Clubs. It is superficially
Smart and Swinnerton-Dyer); I for
tempting to make a grand slam try of
Seven Clubs (Crowhurst).
Five Diamonds, muttering some mumThe marking is based on the fact that
bo-jumbo about relying o n partner's
there were four votes for pessimism, one skill and judgment. The practical
for optimism, and seven for an inter- danger is that with the Ace of spades,
mediate position.
good clubs, and both red K ings, partner
Two panelists recognised the hand,
may bid seven without rea lis ing that the
which came from the New York match
King of hearts has to be doubleton, or
against North America.
accompanied by the Q ueen. The spaceRoDRIGUE: " Five Diamonds. Six devouring bid of Five Clubs, shutting
C lubs is surely on and we must start ou t 4NT, makes it un likely that partner
probing for the grand. If partner bids
has a ll the right ca rds for seven."
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5+

North's leap to Five Clubs was the
factor which discouraged Filarski and
Sharples also from looking for a grand
slam. This was put more strongly by:

my other red Ace justifies a shot at the
grand."
Problem No. 2 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WesT
NORTH EAST
No
lNT
No
No
2+
Obi.
No
No
3<\?
?
East's Two Clubs is a distributional
double asking for major suits. lNT
promised 16-18 points. South holds:+ QJ52 <\?8 OK87 + KJI974.
What should South bid?
Answer: Three Spades, 10; Four
Clubs, 9; Five Clubs, 8; Three No
Trumps, 7; Four Hearts, 6.
The panel's vote: 3 for Three Spades;
2 for Four Clubs (Filarski and Swinncrton-Dyer) ;. 2 for Five Clubs (Crowhurst
and Nunes); 4 for 3NT (Reese, Rimington, Rodrigue and Smart); and 1 for
Four Hearts (Mrs. Markus).
This attracted one complaint about
the conditions. Mrs. Markus pointed
out very reasonably that an immediate
jump to Three No Trumps over Two
Clubs would leave East in doubt about
which of his majors to lead.
It may attract more than one complaint about the scoring. The Three No
Trump bidders werethe largest minority,
but a clear majority of panelists were
clearly against that bid, and said so.
SwiNNERTON- DYER: "Four Clubs.
Since partner could not double Three
Hearts, he cannot have the suit well
enough held for 3NT. In my view Four
Clubs here is forcing-but if it is not,
partner will only pass if his hand is
unsu itable; and we know that the cards
lie badly and the suits will not break."
Filarski made a similar comment,
noting that North has not doubled
Three Hearts or bid 3NT himself.

SWINNERTON - OYER: "Six Clubs.
There must be enough tricks,;.a round to
make this a worthwhile shot; but a bid
such as Five Diamonds would be
criminal. For that we must find partner
with the spade Ace, doubleton King of
hearts, diamond King and club Kingand we know that he .has the wasted
club Queen. With such a hand he would
not have bid only Five Clubs. Three
Hearts may not be a full reverse, but it
is certainly encouraging. Gaps in one's
second suit are nearly always the weak
spot in bad grand slams-New York
always excepted."
Touche. I can sec that some of the
New York slams will take some living
down.
The alternative try:
REESE: " Five No Trumps. Not conventional, but signifying the three Aces,
having been denied the opportunity to
bid 4NT."
This got no support from the other
panelists, perhaps because some would
regard 5NT as a grand slam force.
The North hand was + At06 <\? K2
O K93 + KQ1096. He can hardly have
much less than this for his bidding, so
T have some sympathy with:
CROWH URST: "Seven Clubs. Three
Hearts in this sequence does I)Ot show
reversing values, for the opener may
hold a weak 2-4-3-4 or 3-4-2-4 on
which he intended to rebid 1NT but is
now forced to introduce hearts. ( But
at this score the INT rebid would be
strongish. A.T.) l have therefore not
begun to show the power of this hand
and partner is bidding like a train.
Since the Ace of diamonds entitles me
to bid Six Clubs, I can only assume that
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has not taken the opportunity to bid
Four Clubs, game in no trumps seems
more likely. Anyway, partner can still
transfer to Four Clubs- he will note
that you did not bid 3NT on the first
round."
As an innocent child•, 1 must say that
reasoning looks a bit thin, perhaps even
imaginary.
Our junior panelist can again have the
last word. He arrives at Five Clubs by
an elimination play. All the alternatives
arc considered a nd then rejected for
reasons of varying validity.
CROWHURST: ·'Five Clubs. Fixed.
And by opponents who had both
passed originally! Double is the next
best, but I do not like being talked out
of my vulnerable games and there is no
prospect of an adequate penalty. 3NT
might be a justifiable gamble at pairs
scoring, but not here. Three Spades
will leave me playing in a 4-3 fit in the
face of a bad break; Four Hearts preserves the chance of a 4-4 spade fit, but
might lead to a 4-3 diamond disaster ;
and Four Clubs merely sounds competitive. So what else remains?"
For the record, when this occurred
in New York no game could be made.
3NT was hopeless. Five Clubs was a
fair spot, but had to go one down on a
4-0 trump break.

DUPLICATE BRIDGE BOARDS
M ETAL EDGED

(As supplied by the late F. Lawes)
Now Manufactured by
ARBEL PRODUCTS
3, Vittoria Street, Birmingham,

The panelists who bid Three Spades
were not anticipating a spade contract:
PHILLIPS: " Three Spades. When
opponents have shown two suits, a bid
of one of them indicates control, and
in vites partner to bid no trumps if he
similarly controls the other. This, in
effect, is the situation here. Partner
will know, from our previous double,
that he can if necessary take refuge in
a club contract."
SHARPLES: ··Three Spades. A double
would not be a success on the marked
cross-ruff. If we want to be in game we
must try the only available bid which
does not cut out 3NT. I can hardly
want to play in spades on this bidding."
The fact that partner a lso knows that
East has spades may have escaped:
SMART: "Three No Trumps. A
gamble, of course, but one which is
likely to show a profit. If we go down
they almost certainly have Three Hearts
on. In view of the vulnerability and
partner's announced strength the hands
are probably highly distributional. To
dou ble because we have a lot of points
would be ludicrous. Four Clubs is
likely to make, but is also likely to be
passed out. Three Spades is strictly for
those who like playing against 5-0
trump breaks."
One panelist produced an argument
in favour of 3NT so refined and delicate
that it reminds me of the story of the
king's new suit of clothes:
REESE: ''Three No Trumps. The
presumption is that, even if partner has
four spades, so will East. Since partner

Problem No. 3 (20 points)

!.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:-

• I should have thought it 'Yas a baby
inference that a player who had a confident raise to 3NT would not stop to
double a conventional bid. From what
you say below, it looks as though North
should have removed 3NT.- T. R.
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I
I
IJ

SoUTH

WFST

Redbl.
Obi.

2+
No

NORTH
t+
DbI.
2+

EAST
DbI.
2<v
No

7
South holds:+ 84 <vAQ73 O K9642 ,..+ 74.
(a) Do you agree with South's redouble? If not, what alternative do
you prefer?
(b) What should South bid?

and you are not going to catch them for
anything worthwhile in One Spade."
Rodrigue's One No Trump shows the
strenght of the hand, but is slightly misleading distributionally.
Answer to (b): 2NT, JO; Three Clubs,
9; No Bid, 8.

The panel's vote: 4 for 2NT; 3 for
Three Clubs (Filarski, Swinnerton-Dyer
and Crowhurst); 4 for No Bid (Fox,
Nunes, Phillips and Mrs. Markus).
Rodrigue refused to vote on this,
Answer In (a): Agree. with redouble,
10; Prefer One Heart, 6; Prefer One commenting: "You got yourself into
this mess, so do not look to me for
Diamond or One No Trump, 5.
help (or sympathy)."
The panel's vote: 8 for agree with
1 have deliberately demoted the
redouble; 2 for prefer One Heart (Mrs. following answer:
Markus and Phillips) ; I for prefer One
MRS. MARKUS: "No Bid. I do not
Diamond (Reese); I for prefer I NT fancy a higher-level contract. Partner
(Rodrigue).
should hold five spades and five clubs.
Most panelists regarded this as auto- West's two club bid indicates that clubs
matic. A few regarded the redouble are badly placed and Two Spades has
with misgiving, but thought that the not been doubled. The original realternatives would be more misleading. double is now a matter for regret."
Seizing the opportunity for a canter
l cannot see why North should be
on his favourite hobby-horse:
expected to have five spades. With
PHILLIPS: "No. Prefer One Heart. five-five in the black suits he would
The futility of the vaguely strength- surely have bid them on the previous
showing redouble in this situation will, round. And West's Two Clubs should
one day, be generally accepted. The not be construed as a serious attempt
call is particularly ill-advised on this to play in clubs.
hand because of the difficulty of proThe question of North's spade length
ceeding constructively if, as is likely, the was avoided by:
opponents bid spades. It is this probable
SHARPLES: "No Bid. I have run out
development that makes One Heart a of bids. A no trump contract is likely
better prepared bid than One Dia- to run into communication trouble
which my opponents never seem slow to
mond."
But One Heart still seems misleading exploit."
in that partner is entitled to expect a
Phillips and Reese regarded 2NT as an
five-card suit. In a smaller minority obvious bid to show a minimum redouble and control of the unbid suit.
than I expected:
REESE: " One Diamond. It is seldom But this may encourage partner to try
a good thing in itself to depart from the an unsuccessful 3NT, and did so when
normal procedure of constructive bid- the hand occurred in New York. To
ding. Here you are not going to miss dampen any possible enthusiasm I
a game if partner passes One Diamond, prefer:
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CROWHURST: "Three Clubs. Unless
doubled Two Hearts in a more.
sepulchral tone than I intended, l cannot believe that partner has rcmoveq it
just ceca use he was not looking forward
to defending: otherwise he will have
difficulty in explaining his double of
Two Clubs. Three Clubs seems preferable to 2NT, for partner will be warned
that I am minimum. Partner almost
certainly has more cluts than spades."
SwtNNERTON - DYER: ''Three Clubs.
What else? If partner is as good as he
seems he will make the running. Having
once redoubled T have a minimum hand
and can say so. He already knows that
my clubs are poor from the double of
Two Hearts."
Equally to the point. and more
briefly:
FlLARSKt: "Three Clubs. Simple
preference in a misfit."
Problem No. 4 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:
SOUTH
WEST
NCRTII
2~

No

,.
3+

No

?
South holds:-

+-

~ K9874 OKQJ82 + 862.
What should Sot:th bid?
Answer: No Bid, 10; Four Diamonds,

5.

The panel's vote: 9 for No Bid; 3 for
Four Diamonds (Filarski, Nunes and
Reese).
Nunes selected Four Diamonds because he plays Three Spades as forcir.g.
But this is not the normal Acol interpretation, and his two supporters were
hoping to find a better spot:
FJLARSKI: ''Four Diamonds.
In
theory hands exist in which Three Spades
is the best contract. But in practice,

with the South hand, Four Heart~ or
Five Diamonds are always possibl-::."
REFSC "Four Diamonds. It might
turn OJt in thz end that you would have
done better to pass Three Spades, but
to take such a unilateral view could
be far more. disastrous. It is not even
as though Three Spades re;:>rcsented a
sure plus score.··
The general view was that South had
already shown his values, and to bid
on in the face of a misfit would be looking for a miracle.
SMART: "No Bid. One more murmur
and the doubling sets in.''
SwtNNERTON·DYER: "No Bid. No
doubt Six Diamonds is a spread-or
perhaps even Seven Diamonds with a
little ingenuity in the constn.:ction. But
most of the time partner will have a lot
of broken spades and wil l bid them
again over Four Diamonds- which is
one more down and may b:: doubled."
FHILLIPS: "No Bid. Re\crse the red
suit holdines. and I should be prepared
to bid Four Diamonds hoping for
prefer~nce to hearts. As it is neither
Four Spades nor Four Hearts look
li kely to be good contracts, so that Four
Diamon~s would be a gamble on finding
a fit in that suit."
Sharples argued similarly, and pointed
out that Four Di~monds has an clement
of ambiguity. It may sound like a slam
try to thz unfortunate North. In New
York Murray and Coon produced this
sequence, and ihe bid over Four
Diamonds was F ive Spades, going two
down. The Americans were lucl<y to be
two down, because the British opening
bid was Four Spades, passed out and
one down.
Problem No. 5 ( 10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gonc:-
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SOUTH

I+

WEST

NORTH
No
No

EAST
No
No

?
South holds:+ AJ832 '\)A9 (>A95 +K83.
What should South bid?· i>-

Answer: No Bid, 10; Double, 6.
The panel's vote: 8 for No Bid; 4 for
Double (Mrs. Markus, Reese, Rimington and Rodrigue).
This was a straight question of
judgment, but to my surprise one
panelist managed tl) introduce a question of ethics.
FrLARSKr: "No Bid. Probably the
only plus score North-South can obtain.
I think and hope this problem was
chosen to deal with a problem of ethics.
In such a situation many players are not
influenced by their cards, but by the
time North took to achieve his second
pass."
One of the advantages of bidding
from a piece of paper is that this sort
of ethical problem is automatically
avoided.
Several panelists indicated that they
would have been more ready to bid at
match-point pairs, or if North had not
passed originally. As it is, he could
have stretched slightly to introduce a
red suit in the knowledge that South
could pass. He would have scraped up
a bid of Two Spades with very little
excuse, so the hand is either a misfit
or we are outpointed.
SHARPLES: " No Bid. With the club
K ing demoted, I am reluctant to double.
A response of Two Hearts would then
lead nowhere except to the penalty area.
The best chance of a plus score seems
to be to sit tight."
Spring seems to be coursing through
the veins of the editor, who is unusually
active this month:

REESE: " Double. One might pass
vulnerable at rubber bridge, but at
l. M.P. one has to take the mild risk.
2NT for the sake of the club King, but
excluding Two Diamonds and Two
Hearts, would be a gross error."
RODRIGUE: "Double. Unchastened.
Partner's do not always hold a useless
Yarborough."
I n practice in the World Championship the double led to penalty trouble
and some theoretical argument.
Problem No. 6 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, love all, the
bidding has gone:WEST
SOUTH
NORTH EAST

1+

No
2+
?
South holds:-

1(>

I+

Db!.

No

+ KJ63 '\)K872 (>97 + 1063.
What should South bid ?
Answer: No Bid, 10; Two Hearts, 6;
Two Diamonds, 4.
The panel's vote: 9 for No Bid; 2 for
Two Hearts (Crowhurst and Filarski);
1 for Two Diamonds (Rimington).
On general principles this is a penalty
double, and nearly all the panel were
delighted. to pass. Rodrigue recognised
that the bidding does not quite add up,
but thought it was not his problem. A
few others had misgivings.
SwrNNERTON-DYER: "No Bid. This
looks so easy that I am led to suppose
that the old rules governing the distinction between take-out and penalty
doubles have been· repealed. Am I to
read partner for a 1-4-6-2 shape? If
so, he is classically fixed otherwise; but
in actual play he can probably afford to
bid Two Hearts and hope that I shall
not get too excited."
Fox: "No Bid. This can hardly be
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IN AID OF THE
ROYAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB

A Teams-of-four Tournament
will be held at the
N ational Liberal Club (by courtesy .of the club)

on Thursday May 24th at 7.30 p.m.
Entry One Guinea per player. Prizes, Raffles.
Please send entries to the sponsors of the event,
The Mayfair Bridge Studio, II 0 Mount Street, London, W.l

for a take-out unless North holds
something like: + x <::/AQJx O AKJxx
+ xxx. In that case he would have
doubled One Spade: but does not double
One Club in case we bid spades. He
might now be making an effort to find
a heart contract."

double in the high-school primers has
become a take-out double in the jungle
warfare of match-point pairs. Partner
clearly has a marked shortage of spades
and longer· diamonds than hearts.
Further, his strength is limited: he did
not double on the first round or reverse
on the second."
This double is more ambiguous on
paper than it would be at the table. The
demeanour of East and West should
reveal what is going on. If the double
is genuinely for penalties, West is likely
to have produced Two Clubs with some
hesitation, and East is likely to have
huddled before passing. In contrast to
Filarski's point on the previous problem,
this is information which can be
legitimately taken into account.

This was the argument produced by
the minority.
FILARSKI: "Two Hearts. North holds
something like :i-4-6-1, and did not
dare to double on the first round,
because of the spades."
CROWHURST: "Two Hearts. My first
reaction was to shake partner warmly
by the hand and sharpen my pencil in
readiness for a big penalty. Second
thoughts and a glance at my hand,
however, reveal that partner might not
be happy to hear me pass at this point.
This, in fact, is a situation where a
double which is defined as a penalty

Problem No. 7 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:-
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SOUTH

WEST
No

NORTH
1\?
3\?

EAST
No
No

On this basis every slam try seems to
exclude two minor-suit losers.
SMART: " Four Diamonds. We still
have a bit in hand for a slam try. To
show the singleton club may be conclusive."

South holds:+ AQ762 \?AK2 O K765 + 7.
What should South bid ? '~'

Shf rples made the same point, tha t
a return to Five Hearts over Four
Spades will show South's shape.
Showing commendable optimism:
SwtNl'\ERTON - DYER: "Four Diamonds. With any luck this will get 4NT
out of him (Culbertson- A.T.) in which
case J can bid Seven Hearts at once. If
he only bids Four Hearts or Four
Spades, l shall bid a direct Six Hearts
an,d hope he gets the right message."
Commendable because in New York
with this hand I bounced into Six
Hearts via 4NT. North held: + J
\?QJ10765 OQ4 + AQ85. The slam
has reasonable prospects, which arc
somewhat reduced if a trump is led.
As East was short of spades and both
black Kings were off-side, the contract
failed.

Answer: Four Hearts, 10; Four Dia-

monds, 9; Five Hearts or 4NT. 7.

The panel's I'Ote : 6 for Four Hearts;
3 for Four Diamonds (Sharples, Smart
and Swinnerton-Dyer); I for Five
Hearts (Phillips); and I for 4NT
(Reese).
Only eleven answers arc recorded,
because one panelist chose to sit on the
fence:
NUNES: "Four Hearts or Five Hearts.
Very difficult. A minimum in points,
and only three trumps, but thcr~ are
5! Ace values and it wou ld be easy to
miss a slam. Four Diamonds can be
misleadirg, as it may get Four Spades,
in which case Five Hearts may be
misunderstood. My choice would depend on the state of the match."
The majori ty group were co nten t to
have something in reserve and leave the
first move to partner. An almost equal
number voted for various slam tries.
PHI LLIPS: "Five Hearts. Wit h one
minor suit uncontrolled, I should either
have bid a Culccrtson 4NT or made a
cue-bid. Partner should therefore draw
the inference from the direct slam try
that I have sxond-round control in
both minors:'
REESE: "Four No Trumps. Culbertson. If he shows only one Ace I shall
not go more than Five Hearts, as there
are sound openings that woul1 leave us
wanting a finesse plus for Six. The fact
that I make no advance cue-bid is an
indication that l do not possess two top
losers in ei ther minor sui t."

Problem

'o. 8 (20 points)

l. M.P. scoring, Ea$t-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORT H EAST
No
I+
Obi.
3+
50
No
No
No
O bi.
South holds:+ AKI053 \?AQ864 0765 + - .
(a) Do you agree with South's double?
Jf not, what alternative do you prefer?
(b) What should South lead ?

Answer ro (a): Agree with Double, 10;
Prefer Five Spades, 5; Prefer Five
Hearts, 4.
The panel's vote: 8 for agree with
Double; 3 for prefer Five Spades
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(Crowhurst, Phillips and Filarski); I for
prefer Fi ve Hearts (Mrs. Ma rkus).
The minority were happy to follow
the well-tried principle of bidding one
more when in doubt.
PHIL LIPS: " Prefer Five Spades. There
is no certainty of defeating Five Diamonds, and in any event F ive Spades
may well be a make, as partner is
marked with shortage in diamonds."
FILARSKI: " Prefer F ive Spades. It is
obvious that Five Spades is the lesser
risk. There may be an easy twelve
tricks for North-South."
Mrs. Markus' bid of Five Hearts does
little harm, but is almost sure to
amou nt to the same thing as Five
Spades.
The majority, having studied the
second part of the question, recognised
that Five Spades was doubtfu l and
defensive prospects were good.

NuNES: "Agree with Double. On
paper one might make Five Spades
losing only a trick in each red suit. I
double for a different reason: I feel confident of defeating Dive Fiamonds with
at least one club ruff. This wiU depend
on how often I can get partner in.•·

Answer to (b): Ace of hearts, 10;
Three of spades, 5; a diamond, 4.
Tlte panel's vote: 10 for Ace of hearts;
I for thre:: of spades (Fox); I for a
diamond (Rodrigue).
As several panelists recognised (but
not Rodrigue, apparently) this was
another New York hand. Murray led
the Ace of hearts to inspect the dummy,
and then underled his spades twice to
get two club ruffs. An original low spade
is unwise because dummy might produce
the Queen.

RESULT OF MARCH COMPETITION
The lead problem claimed the largest number of victims this month, as the
answer had to be reached in two stages. Many solvers saw the possibility of underleading the Ace and King of spades to secure a club ruff, but did not achieve the
second step. There can be no harm in cashing the Ace of hearts first in order to have
a look at the dummy: the Queen of spades might appear on the table, in which case
South can change his plan.
Congratulations to this month's winner, who achieved a very fine score indeed.
A good month for Ches hire.
Max. 100
Winner:
A. P. DRIVER, 22 Walnut Lane, H artford, Northwich, Chesl.ire
99
Second:
J. E. GORDON, Beechbank, Bromborough, Wirral, Cheshire
93
T hird :
T. C. VAN Es, v. Beuningenstraat 96, The Hague
90
Other leading scores: M. J. DAVIES, 89; J. HIBBERT, 87; G. G. FowuE, 86; J. T
CHAPMAN, J. K . KROES and C. R. B. MURRAY, 85; N. F. CHoULARTON, 84; G. K
RUSSELL and DR. J.D. SOLOMON, 83; FLT. LT. A. HICKOX. FLT. LT. A. ISAACSON
J. T. NAYLOR and E. PYKE, 82.
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CLASS IFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
5/- per line. Special terms for a series
BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTELS
HARROW
HARROW BRIDGE CLUB-16 Nonhwick Park
R oad, Harrow, Middx. Tel. Harrow 3908.
Good standard Bridae in enjoyable atmosphere.
Sessions twice daily. Partnership and Duplicate.
Open teams of four every Saturday evenjna.

LONDON
GRAND SLAM BRIDGE Ct.u a- 21 Craven Hill,
W.2. Tel. : Pad 6842. Stakes 1/- and 2/-.
Partnership evenings Mondays & Thursdays.
Visitors welcome. Bounty Pairs (£2S) Weekly
Tuesdays. Bounty Individual ( £20) 2nd Sunday
afternoons. TUITION.

NOTTINGHAM
NO'ITINOHAM BRtDOE CUJB~OI Mansfield
Road, NottinaJlam 6S99S. (Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Hammond.) Half Way House for Sunday
matches. Duplicate Monday, Tu ...day, Wednesday, Saturday 7 p .m . Rubber Tuesday, Wednes-day, Thursday 2.3().6 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE REQIDSITIES
Personal Score

Card~

Travelline Score Slips,

~~~~t ~~~~~;..~~:. ~gr~E~~!Nnb~&~

for Individuals, Pairs and Teams-of-four etc.

WALLETS- better than boards at less than half
the cost.
CARDBOARD
£3 3s. Od. per set of 32
LEATHERETT£ £4 14s. 6d. per set of 32
WRITE FOR SAMPLES:
W. B. Tatlow, 2 Roseberry Court, LLANDUDNO

TUITION
N ICO GARDENER auarantecs to improve
your aame. Tuition, practice classes and lectures
all under personal supervision; also pas tal course,
The London School of Bridae, 38 Kina's Road,
London, S.W.3. KENsinaton 7201.

PERFECT YOUR BRIDGE under championship auidance. Private or Group Tuition.
Practice classes. Duplicate coachina. Master
Points contests. Lectures. Folder free from
the Mayfair Brid&e Studio (Dept. S). I 10 Mount
Street, London, W.l, or ' phone 0 ~0 2844.

If you are not already an annual subscriber, please make sure
that you receive future issues by completing the form below.
Order form
To the Publishers, The British Bridge World, Moore Batley
Ltd., 35 Dover Street, London, W.l.
Please enrol me as a subscriber to The British Bridge World.
as from .....................................................................................................(state month).
I enclose annual subscription £1.15.0.
NAME (in block capitals)............................................................;·····························
ADDRESS (in block capitals)..............................................................................·
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Diary of Events
1962
April

May

20-23
27- 29
27-28
29-May 5
30-May 6

4-6
8- 18
11 - 13

EASTER ""
GLOUCESTERSHIRE CONGRFSS
WORLD MIXED TFAMS
WORLD OL.YMI>tc PAIRS
w.B.U. CoNGREss

Che ltenham
Cannes
Cannes
Llandudno

LONDON CONGRESS
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
YORKSHIRE CONGRESS

London
Juan-Les- Pins
Royal,
Scarborou~h

12- 13 YOUNG ENGLAND v. YOUNG GERMANY
13 ANNE R EESE FINAL ...
19-20 NATIONAL PArRS FINAL
26- 27 PACHABO CuP
27 LONDON FUTCH FINAL
June

2- 3
2- 3

I NTERNATIONAL PAIRS TOURNAMENT
FIRST OPEN TRIAL, PART 2 ...

8- 11 GOLD CuP, FINAL ROUNDS ...
15- 17 KENT CONGRESS

23- 24
30-July I

Ju ly

Sept.

7- 8

R1x1 MARKUS CuP- WOM EN's INDIVIDUAL
SECOND OPEN TRIAL, PART I

SECOND OPEN TRIAL, PART 2

16-:.1

INVITATION TOURNAMENT

5- 17
27- 30

EUROPtAN CHAMPIONSHIP (provisio nal date)
W.B.U. AUTUMN CONGRESS

Full particu lars from:

Secretary-Mrs. A. L. FLEMING
12 Fr ant Road, Tunbridge Wells, K ent
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Llar.dudno
K.P.H .
Grand, Leicester
Grand, Leicester
K.P.H.
Vichy
Nat. L i b. Club,
London
Polish Hearth
Grand,
Folkestone
South
Nat. Lib. Club,
London
Nat. Lib. Club,
London
Golf Ho1cl,
Deauville
Lebanon
Porthcawl

For the Bridge Player ...

BRIDGE SET (8351) fitted with two packs of single colour backed
playing cards, score cards, pencils, Win/Lose cards and pocket
edition "Laws of Contract Bridge." Retail price 17/6d.
BRIDGE P UBLICATJO S
"Laws of Contract Bridge (1948)"
"Laws of Duplicate Bridge (1949)"

Retail price 3/6d.
Retail price 2/6d.

BRIDGE SCORI 'G BLOCK (8R.4225) with the International
Laws of Contract Bridge scoring table issued by De La Rue,
official publishers to the Portland Club. Retail price l /2d. each.
STATIONERS DIVISION
THOMAS DE LA RUE &CO . LTD .. 92 MIODLESEXSTREET, LONDON, E. I

